
VEGAN

Health and environment concerns drive vegan

3 Tips for bakers to satisfy the growing vegan trend

“There is no better time for the bakery 
sector to get involved with the vegan 

trend than now. The broad range  
of ingredient solutions available will 
see the boundaries between vegan  

and non-vegan become increasingly 
blurred.”

2022 is here and with it, Veganuary.

Interest in veganism has witnessed rapid 
growth over recent years and is now 
becoming a ‘must have’ within the bakery 
industry.

The number of people committing to a strictly 
plant-based, or vegan, diet is on the rise, as 
well as those “flexitarians” who are looking 
to limit their consumption of animal-based 
products. As the numbers continue to increase 
so, of course, do the market and commercial 
opportunities. 

Veganuary is for one month each year, but the 
overall vegan craze goes far beyond this. The 
bakery industry will continue to tap into this 
growing market by creating attractive vegan 
alternatives that taste just as good as the real 
thing.

Continued success 
for veganuary

1. Create indulgent treats that 
taste just as good as the real thing

2. Build a sustainable story 3. Choose the right vegan mix

Vegan claim 
growth

Focus on 
flexitarian

Source: Veganuary

Crosstown, UK - Vegan sourdough 
with a dark chocolate ganache and 
indulgent dark chocolate truffle filling

Oggs, UK - The cakes in the range 
are made using natural, plant-based 
and ethical ingredients

Landbageriet, Copenhagen - Vegan 
Banana Muffin with Soy Milk,  

Source: : Innova (Global CAGR  2016-2021) Source: : FMCG Gurus 2020

Over 580,000 people worldwide 
signed up for Veganuary in 2021

Vegan is one of the fastest growing 
claims in the cake and bakery category

1 in 5 European consumers 
identify themselves as flexitarian

2020

400k
580k

2021

+20%
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